Struttin
Tommy Emmanuel

Music by Jerry Reed
Transcribed by Daniele Nasini

Dropped D
6 = D

J = 190

Intro
D6(#9)  D6*

1st Verse
D6(#9)  D6

D7  Dm11  G7add13  Dm(#5)/9
STRUTTIN (CAAS 2009 – thumbpick – D tuning – t = 190)

G  D6  D/A*  D6(#9)

10  0  0  1  2  3  0  2  0  2  3  0
  5  3  2  0

D6(#9)  D6*

2nd Verse

13  7  7  6  7  5  7  6  5  6  7  6  7  7
  4  0  0  0  0  0  0

C6  E9  E7  E9  E7

16  5  0  0  3  0  2  3  0  3  0  3  0
  1  2  1  2  2  2

D6  Fdim/A  D6  Fdim/A  D6

G  G/A  G/A  A  Bm7/A  A6

19  3  3  8  7  5  3  2  2  3  2  2  3
  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0

P.M.  P.M.
STRUTTIN (CAAS 2009 - thumbpick - D tuning - t = 190)

G*  

Dadd9

Asus2/D

Gm7/D  Gm7/D  G7

G7  Gm7/D  Dm/G  G7/D  G*

E9  E7  E9  E7

A7  D/A***  F7/A

A7*  Dm6/A  Em6/G  A7/D

w/pick near the bridge
STRUTTIN (CAAS 2009 – thumbpick – D tuning – t = 190)

Gdim/D

Am/D

G/D

Gm7/D

G7

5th Verse

D/A***

E7

Da Segno
Ending

Gadd#5

Faug

E7

D9(#9)

Bm9/D

B/F#

Bm9/D

B/F#

P.M.

x

rall.

\( \text{STRUTTIN (CAAS 2009 – thumbpick – D tuning – } t = 190) \)